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TT No.70: Andy Gallon - Sat 18th September 2010; Newmarket Town v Wisbech 

Town; FA Vase 2QR; Res: 2-3; Att: 103; Admission: £6; Programme: £1 (36pp); FGIF 

Match Rating: ****. 

THE PLACE: Firstly, an admission: I can’t abide horse racing. To my mind, it’s not a 

sport. Take away the incomprehensible (from every aspect) betting element, and 

what have you got? A bunch of guys - and the occasional gal - out for a ride. Is that 

a spectacle? Newmarket is the capital, and alleged birthplace, of UK horse racing, 

and for lovers of the turf, doubtless a fascinating place. For everyone else, quite 

frankly, it’s a grotty dump. And we expected so much more. I can’t see many 

representatives of the so-called Sport of Kings choosing to live here. Check out the 

ornate clock tower (erected in 1887 to mark Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee) at 

the top of the dismal High Street, and you’re pretty much done. We really 

struggled to fill a couple of hours before kick-off. The few attractive buildings are 

swamped by the results of half-baked local authority planning. Newmarket does, 

however, enjoy a strong sense of place. It is girdled by the (to me) utterly baffling 

components of the racing industry. Two racecourses and numerous training 

stables, studs and gallops dot the surrounding chalky heathland. The 

(architecturally bemusing) headquarters of the Jockey Club and the National Horse 

Racing Museum can be found on the High Street. Having learnt that two highlights 

of the latter are the stuffed head of a former Derby winner and the opportunity to 

ride a mechanical horse, I walked by on the other side.   

THE GROUND: On a sunny afternoon, as pretty as a picture. Something of a relief, 

given the wholly unappealing nature of the town. The Town Ground is on Cricket 

Field Road, and the shape of this appealing enclosure reveals the summer game 

was once played here. The Jockeys have used the unusually large site to best 

advantage. Trees, many with leaves assuming autumn shades, add a semi-rural 

feeling to a resolutely urban setting. They also hide the single-track Cambridge to 

Bury St Edmunds railway line, which runs behind the main stand on the west side 

of the ground. The main stand is a bland, modern cantilever, offering the best 

view of a pitch which slopes in several directions. Alongside, a low building houses 

the social club/bar, dressing rooms, loos, kitchen and redundant souvenir shop. 

Both ends are open. The east touchline is enlivened by the presence of a curious 

little wooden stand, scarcely any bigger than dugouts which look like the work of a 

double-glazing firm. Oddly, there are (unused) dugouts in front of the main stand. 

The remains of the cricket pitch on the east side provide room for training and 

pre-match warm-ups.  

THE GAME: A belting cup tie - and absolutely the right result. A poor Newmarket 

team managed just two serious efforts on goal, scoring twice in the opening 13 

minutes. The rest of the match was dominated by fallen giants Wisbech, who, once 

they’d found the net, always looked like coming back from 2-0 down to triumph. 

The Jockeys looked to be on a sure-fire winner after their early double salvo. Tom 



Gallagher deflected a Stephen Bell volley past Lee Jordan in the sixth minute. The 

Fenmen keeper almost prevented the ball crossing the line, but the goal stood 

thanks to the intervention of a sharp-eyed linesman. Seven minutes later, 

Newmarket scored again. Jon Olive was left unmarked 12 yards out, and headed 

home a Paul Jones corner, despite Jordan getting a hand to the ball. Wisbech, 

without a win in five games, looked down and out. How they responded! Lewis 

Thompson hit the top of the bar on the half-hour, but the men in red (crucially) 

got on the scoresheet three minutes before half-time. Matt Lunn’s corner went 

right through to the back post, where Ash Stevens was allowed the time to turn 

and shoot home from a tight angle. Wisbech began the second half where they’d 

finished the first – in control. Stuart Cobb’s terrific lobbed pass sent Stevens 

scurrying through to equalise in the 65th minute. The clincher arrived eight 

minutes later. Jockeys keeper and captain Robin Mackney spilled a high ball under 

pressure, and Thompson stabbed in from a couple of yards. Wisbech squandered 

two more chances before the final whistle to extend their lead. One other thing: 

Having reached 155 spectators on my head count, I’m not sure where the official 

crowd figure of 103 came from. The free ‘pass’ gate at the Town Ground must be 

very busy!  

THE PROGRAMME: Not great. Heavy on adverts, light on imagination. Strictly a by-

the-numbers issue. Awful cover. The quality of page reproduction was poor, too.  

THE VERDICT: Nice ground, shame about the town, though horse racing aficionados 

will, I’m sure, wet themselves with excitement at the thought of visiting 

Newmarket. Needless to say, my underwear remained dry throughout. 
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